242	THE TYPE-PROBLEM IN POETRY
ception is self-evident. The East has fur thousands of
years been familiar with this process, and has founded
thereon a psychological doctrine of salvation which brings
the way of deliverance within the compass of human
intention. Thus both the Indian and the Chinese religions,
as also Buddhism which combines the spheres of both,
possess the idea of a redeeming middlo path of magical
efficacy which is attainable through a conscious attitude.
The Vedic conception is a conscious attempt to find
release from the pairs of opposite** in order to gain the
path of redemption,
(a) The Brahmanic Conception of the Problem oj the
The Sanskrit term for the pair of oppositcs in the
psychological sense is Dvandva*   .Besides the meaning of
pair (particularly man and woman), it   denotes   strife,
. quarrel, combat, doubt, etc.    The pairs of opposites were
ordained by the Creator of the world ;
" Moreover, in order to distinguish actions, he separated
merit from demerit, and he caused the creature to be yjfoseted by
the pairs of opposites, such as pain and pleasure." J
As further pairs of opposites, the commentator Kulluka
names desire and anger, love and hate, hunger and thirst,
care and folly, honour and disgrace, " Beneath the pairs
of opposites must this world suffer without ceasing/' K
Not to allow oneself to be influenced by the pairs of
opposites (nzrdvandva^r%t> untouched by the oppositcs),
but to raise oneself above them, is then an essentially ethical
task, since freedom from the opposites leads to redemption.
In the following passages 1 give a series of examples :
i. From the book of Mann : 8 " He who becometh indifferent
towards all objects by the disposition of his feelinga attaineth
i M&nava-Dkarmafistra, i, 26 Sacr&d Books oftfa E*$tt kkv (p, 13),
* R&m&yanett ii, 84, 20.
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